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AUTHOR BILL POWERS ANNOUNCES NEW THRILLER - THE TORCH IS PASSED
NOW COMES SECOND HARDING FAMILY STORY

PARIS - MENDHAM, 10.02.2016, 15:06 Time

USPA NEWS - First there was The Pharm House, Finalist in the Medical Thriller category of the 2014 National Indie Excellence
Awards, where readers met Nicholas Harding and his daughter, Andrea. Now comes the second Harding Family story....

First there was The Pharm House, Finalist in the Medical Thriller category of the 2014 National Indie Excellence Awards, where
readers met Nicholas Harding and his daughter, Andrea. Now comes the second Harding Family story. In the new thriller, 'The Torch
is Passed', Andrea has just graduated college and her world is turned upside down when her father, Nicholas, and her uncle, Michael,
are shot in a surprising and puzzling attack. As the only family other than her paternal grandmother, it falls to Andrea to not only
investigate who would want to kill her father and uncle, but also to oversee Harding Industries.

The youngest Harding soon finds herself surrounded by a bevy of intriguing new friends and helpers after she is also violently
attacked, forcing her to kill both would-be assassins. Suspicion is cast on a short list of family friends and colleagues, including Don
Marshall, with a shady past including an incident that also involved Andrea's father...

Along with her new allies, including an abrasive, but loyal, attorney and an eccentric southerner with more money than God and an
intriguing background in international espionage, Andrea urgently seeks answers why anyone would want to kill her entire family“”
grows up along the way and seeks her revenge.

Bill Powers is a former pharmaceutical R&D executive, a world traveler, and history buff turned author. He earned his PhD in
Toxicology from the University of Cincinnati, and worked in pharmaceutical Research & Development for twenty-six years before
changing his focus to writing the Harding Family mysteries.
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